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About NEXGEN
NEXGEN Biotechnologies , has been focused on advancing the next generation of
biotechnology with molecular biology majors and plant biotechnology majors who research
and develop for recombinant protein. The company has been awarded ‘Korea's 10 Best New
Technologies of 2005’ (Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy) and it has the ‘National
Research Laboratory’ background.
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For medical Care,
not only for skin care

Molecular Biometics

NEXGEN,
The Next Generation of Biotechnology
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The 2nd generation of plant genetic

that other materials, which are beneficial for

technology company, first in Korea

human, are produced from the plant cells.

The name, NEXGEN, of NEXGEN Biotechno-

Specifically, by introducing the useful protein

logies, Inc. (hereafter NEXGEN) comes from

gene, originated from human to plant, the high

the term ‘Next Generation’. Like the name,

value added useful protein is produced such as

NEXGEN applies the second generation plant

insulin, interferon, growth hormone and body

genetic technology beyond the first plant ge-

enzyme for medical use, and the ‘Edible Plant

netic technology to the industry as a next gen-

Vaccine’ which gives the vaccine effect on spe-

eration biotechnology venture company.

cific diseases is produced as well.

Let’s take a look at the second generation plant

NEXGEN has various original technologies in

genetic technology. The first plant genetic

the gene synthesis, promoter for expressing

technology just regarded the plant as a food

through the plant genome research, gene in-

source, and developed methods to enhance

troducing technology in bean sprout and plant

the productivity like development of the herb-

for the material production, and NEXGEN has

icide, resistance, disease resistance and insect

a global reputation in the molecular farming

resistance. However, the second generation

area.

plant genetic technology regards the plant as

The popularization of the high quality protein

an industry resource, and produces the med-

for medical use is a business target through

ical, industrial and agricultural material using

the process by producing the high value added

the plant as a manufacturing plant. It means

medical protein inexpensively, supplying some

of them to existing medical protein market,
and developing the others as new materials for
the functional cosmetics.

In 2005, selected as one of Korea 10
new technologies
NEXGEN has been established since 1999,

people are curious about NEXGEN because

which was 2 years later since Microgen, which

NEXGEN is still good in business, and NEX-

is called the first generation bio company,

GEN is one of the companies which have kept

in Daejeon, when the biotechnology venture

the same CEO after the establishment.

boom started. When NEXGEN was estab-

Most companies go out of business within 2-3

lished, there were 500 biotechnology compan-

years of their founding; however, the reason for

ies; now, fewer than 10 of those have retained

which NEXGEN have kept the business until

their initial management, and most of the

now is firstly due to the CEO’s ability and will-

companies have disappeared. Therefore, many

ingness, and secondly due to the stockholders,
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who helped each other. One of the factors was
that NEXGEN didn’t receive the investment
like a venture capital firm, which gets out of the
business once the investment is retrieved, by
concentrating on only making money during
the short period, rather than sharing the vision
for the business itself.
In the initial period after establishment, NEXGEN developed firstly the reagent, which analyzes the GMO (genetically modified organism)
such as beans and cones. From this, NEXGEN
was called Korea Gene Analysis Center, and
acted as GMO analysis institution, accredited
by KFDA. Although NEXGEN didn’t make as
much profit as expected, it was a chance to introduce the NEXGEN name to the outside.
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After that, NEXGEN developed a disease dia-

Korea 10 New Technologies are the world’s

gnosis kit. The representative kit was produced

first and best advanced new technologies that

for thyroid disease diagnosis which was de-

have been announced every year since 1999

veloped by recombining the thyroid stimulat-

by the government, and these are promising

ing hormone receptor (TSHR) protein with the

new technologies with high expectation of an

plant (tobacco). This NEXGEN technology was

economic and technological value, which are

selected as one of Korea 10 new technologies

developed and commercialized in Korea for a

from the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and

year.

Energy (present, Ministry of Knowledge Eco-

NEXGEN was also awarded as a National

nomy) in 2005.

Research Laboratory by the Ministry of Com-

Why NEXGEN started cosmetic
business
In 2008, NEXGEN moved the business area
into Seoul from Daejeon. Although there had
merce, Industry and Energy in the same year.
The national research laboratory is a support-

a problem due to the limitation of the employment, it was for promoting the marketing when
the research result was applied to the business.

ing system by introducing the excellent labor-

After moving the company, the next business

atory to strengthen the research capacity of

area was functional cosmetics. The connection

the core fundamental technology area, which

with cosmetics was started 4-5 years before in

should be promoted strategically in the coun-

Daejeon.

try, and the research project was ‘Development

One of the local large cosmetic companies vis-

of Avian Influenza Using the Plant’. At present,

ited NEXGEN and recommended that “We

NEXGEN has 30 different proprietary rights.

know you are producing EGF (Epithelial cell
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Growth Factor). We want to produce a high
functional cosmetic, which has an excellent
effect for the cell generation and anti-aging
with EGF ingredient; therefore, I suggest your
company to participate in bidding”. This time,
NEXGEN was successfully contacted after bidding, and EGF cosmetic has been supplied until
now, Moreover, NEXGEN is supplying the raw
material to the large sized cosmetic companies
and the medium sized companies through the
dealer, sales profit has been increased continuously till now.
EGF is as expensive as 45 million won per 1g;
therefore most cosmetic companies can’t add
much of this expensive material because of
margin. In other words, the amount significantly enough to give the desired effect could
not be used. There is a term ‘Concept’, which is

the hundreds of essences to who had a name
‘Guardian’ to the people around me, and the
people’s reactions were tremendous. So it had
been started.” says NEXGEN CEO Lee Sun
Gyo.

commonly used in the cosmetic industry, and
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the high functional cosmetic is only a tool of

NEXGEN Brand, What is different?

the advertisement for ‘Concept’, and we can’t

NEXGEN started to produce cosmetics inde-

expect the actual effect.

pendently 2 years ago, and it was launched in

“As I look at it from the seller’s view, I hope that

the market from last summer. NEXGEN selec-

it should be enough to give the effect, there-

ted the target with hospitals and esthetic shops

fore, we decided that to make a right product

after thinking there is much less possibility to

by adding an enough amount. As a test, I gave

make the profit in the consumer market or In-

ternet market.

esthetic shops although NEXGEN supplies the

Firstly, NEXGEN produced the product related

products for some hospitals.

to whitening, regeneration and hair growth for

“Before starting the cosmetic business, I stud-

hospital use; however, the general reaction was

ied the total ingredient analysis table of the

‘Good but expensive’. Most doctors, who con-

foreign cosmetics, which have been known for

centrate on the treatment through the medical

good quality, and I found out they used lots of

equipment and consider the cosmetic as a sup-

preservatives. Lots of companies advertised

porting method, tried to cut down the price. In

that they have lots of nutrient ingredients in

the case of esthetic shops, they couldn’t use the

their product; however, lots of nutrient in-

medical equipment and they are looking des-

gredients mean that it is good condition for

perately for the good and effective cosmetics.

microorganism growth, which will degenerate

So both our interests fit. Therefore, NEXGEN

the cosmetic. If there is no preservative, the

have been produced specialized products for

cosmetic will go bad within a week. That’s why
the tremendous amount of preservative, which
is a toxic material, is added. Therefore, we decided that we make the product without preservative” says Lee Sun Gyo CEO.
A proper non-preservative product can be
achieved when all conditions such as non-preservative, sterilizing process and disposal
packing are done. If one microorganism exists, it soon becomes two, four, and then it increases exponentially. Therefore, even though
product is sterilized, it is impossible to maintain sterilized condition in the instant of opening the cover. To solve this problem, NEXGEN
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launched the disposal packing product, which

fied. Therefore, NEXGEN produces the high

throws away after using once.

function cosmetics, which reach the medical

Banned use of plant extracts is another NEX-

care area, not just simple skincare, by recom-

GEN’s feature. Many people memorize the

bining the growth factor protein, which can

nature, plant, plant like an incantation, and

help the regeneration ability of the cell itself

they are blinded by the plant image; however,

and artificial cell solution (constitution with

while the plant supplies active ingredients, it

vitamin, mineral and amino acid), which con-

also provides substances which are harmful

stitute similarly with the human cell, instead of

to humans. To extract only ingredients which

using the unknown plant extracts. NEXGEN

are beneficial to humans costs a lot, and the

developed independently 20 different growth

plant extracts are materials whose ingredients

factor proteins.

are not known with ingredients are not puri10

Never Say Never

challenging spirit, which is emphasized to the

NEXGEN is gathered with the specialized

employees as a spirit “if you think you can’t

members who majored in molecular biology

do it, you can’t find the way, but if you do, al-

and plant engineering. As NEXGEN is a com-

though there are things you can’t do, let’s do it

pany concentrating on R&D, the company

as you can achieve many things.”

atmosphere is different from other companies, and as a venture company, the employees
handle matters independently rather than bureaucratically. On the wall behind CEO Lee Sun
Gyo’s desk, there is a sign that says, ‘Never Say
Never’, ‘Never Stay’, and ‘Never Stop’, which
means never say you can’t do it. This is also a
11
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Three Distinguishing Features of NEXGEN

The Innovative idea change leads the new
paradigm of cosmetics
Smart phones are categorized as mobile phones but are called smart phone. This is because
smart phones, which combine mobile phones and computers, are more than just advanced mobile phones. The smart phone is the innovative communication device that leads the world to
a new paradigm. Like this, NEXGEN is categorized into cosmetics; however, biometics is more
appropriate for NEXGEN in that it has the features of medicines. It is highly likely that NEXGEN
kicks off a new paradigm in the skin care area.
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No Preservative and sterilization
processing

toxicity on fish, they kill small fish within 5

Why without artificial preserving

ives, however, tends to be ignored while many

and why packing product for a single

precautions have been taken against food

use?

preservatives regardless of the fact that both

NEXGEN never uses any kinds of preservat-

the food and the cosmetics preservatives are

ives. This is their first distinguishing virtue

equally harmful. In this regard, NEXGEN cos-

compared to other cosmetics. Once you open

metics have an unparalleled advantage. For

a lid of container, you usually use it for months

the last 30 years, tremendous new materials

and during this time, the contents can be con-

and formulations have been introduced in the

taminated by microorganisms. To avoid con-

world of cosmetics, but the perfectly sterilized

tamination, preservatives are used in cosmet-

cosmetics without the preservatives were first

ics to inhibit proliferation of microorganisms.

developed by NEXGEN in 2011.

In fact, preservatives are toxic substances.

What if the product is perfectly sterilized in the

When cosmetic preservatives are tested for

production process but contaminated while

seconds. The danger of cosmetics preservat-

customers are using it? If so, it would become
no more than another flawed product. How is
NEXGEN preventing this problem? The best
and certain way of not using the preservatives in the cosmetics is to use all the product
contents in a package at once. NEXGEN thoroughly gets lid of germs that proliferate in the
production process and packs the product for a
single use. Here, sterilization is the key process
of finishing the preservative-free cosmetics.
Is an organic cosmetic better for skin as organic food is better for body? The answer is no.
Organic cosmetics use plants that are raised
organically without pesticides. Unless we stop
using preservatives, using organic ingredients
is not enough to be good for skin. Organic cosmetics are made with organic plant extract and
plant extracts are basically industrial product,
which cannot be distributed without preservatives.
What would happen if spinach soup, whose
main ingredient, spinach, is a plant extract, is
distributed on a plane? It will spoil soon.
Those who have used cosmetics for long do not
know what their true skins are like since they
have been under the influence of preservatives

all the time. When they throw away all the cosmetics they have, they will see their genuine
skin. NEXGEN’s sterilized, preservative-free
cosmetics can recover the bad effect of the cosmetics preservatives. The recovery effectiveness of the NEXGEN cosmetics has been guaranteed by customers in the market.

Natural plant extracts 0%
Why do the plant engineers reject
the plant extracts?
17

ate enormous self-defense substances to protect themselves against other living organisms
and harsh natural environment. Some of these
substances can be beneficial for human beings;
however, there are adverse effects (side effects)
as well. For instance, bracken is a favored food
ingredient in Korea, but actually it is not edible
unless it is put in water for some time before
cooking due to its toxicity. Plant extracts have
potential dangers all the time.
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The second outstanding feature of NEXGEN is

The problem is that we are not able to know

that they never use natural plant extracts at all.

the component composition of the cosmetics.

NEXGEN specializes in the plant biotechno-

Sugar water is made up of sugar and water only

logy. To illustrate more, Research and Devel-

and salt water is of salt and water. Unlike sugar

opment Company focuses on creating recom-

water and salt water, the component composi-

binant human proteins from plant protein.

tion of the aloe extracts is not clear. What kinds

NEXGEN is a group of plant engineers. Then,

of amino acid and how much of it is contained,

why do those who are well aware of the nature

and what metallic ion concentration is in it. It

of the plants exclude the plant extracts?

is not known for anybody and even for the cos-

The plants are usually perceived as ‘mild’,

metics manufacturers using the aloe extracts.

‘fresh’, ‘beautiful’, and ‘healthy’ image. How-

Spinach soup is spinach extract and seaweed

ever, the plants might be the most firm organ-

soup is seaweed extract, and of course, we

ism in the world. Human beings cannot stand

never know what composes them and how its

still on the spot for even 10 minutes; contrarily,

components are organized.

plants stay in the same place for centuries.

This is why NEXGEN refuses to use plant ex-

Because plants are not able to move, they cre-

tracts. It is likely that the NEXGEN cosmetics

may be the only cosmetics company that does

materials for cosmetics.

not include plant extracts in its products. In-

Three years ago, retinol was the only new ma-

stead of unreliable plant extracts, NEXGEN

terial for cosmetics. At that time, NEXGEN,

chooses materials whose components are

the company developing and producing pro-

clearly known – artificial cell sap, which is the

teins for medical purposes, commercialized 20

cell where vitamin, amino acid, and mineral

kinds of growth factor proteins and by doing

are artificially constructed. SunKyo Lee, the

so, entered into the cosmetics market.

CEO of NEXGEN, points out that flowers are

The growth factor protein, which improves

beautiful but putting powdered flowers on a

skin elasticity and triggers cell division, is

face does not make it bloom as beautifully as

traded with a highly expensive price. In cases

a flower. Biologically, the beauty is just the

of EGF (Epidermal Growth Factor) and IGF

means of survival for a flower.

(Insulin like Growth Factor), which are favored

Regardless of great scientific developments,

for high-functional cosmetics, cost $40,000

the skin care area is still approached with the

and $90,000 per 1g respectively. The price

old paradigm, emotion. NEXGEN insists that

of growth factor proteins can be a burden for

the paradigm should change from science to

makeup companies to use in practice. In other

smart science.

words, the cosmetics companies cannot afford
the sufficient amount of growth factor proteins.

Self-production of growth factor
protein

NEXGEN, however, can use growth factor

How NEXGEN can use enough growth

duction. This means that NEXGEN meets the

factor protein for the effectiveness?

qualification to put the growth factor proteins

The third feature is that NEXGEN develops

into practical use, which will result in high ef-

and produces recombinant proteins such as

fectiveness.

proteins at cost with the advantage of self-pro-

growth factor proteins, which have recently
been recognized as the next generation’s new
19

For medical Care, not only for skin care!
‘Innovation’, this key word has presented with functional cosmetics in Skin care market by
NEXGEN Biotech where has developed 20 kinds of growth factor protein(EGF). The company has
vision which the cosmetic will be a one of medicine with the high concentration of antiaging
function.
This article will show the potential for medical care with latest resilient material will soon be
showcasing a spider fiber protein, stable EGF and new material which is planning and development.

60 kinds of Special care product
in cosmetic

Biotech has produced 60 kinds of special

NEXGEN Biotech is the company which

anti-wrinkle, obesity, hair care and skin

looks quite far away from cosmetic industry.

trouble. These are specially made for skin

After established in 1999, the company has

care shop.

concentrated R&D of recombinant protein

A Preservative-free, sterilized product, nat-

which is contained in medicine. Especially,

ural plant extracts 0% and self-production

NEXGEN Biotech has global reputation

of growth factor protein are NEXGEN Bi-

about ‘Plant Molecular Farming’ which can

otech’s unique features and benefits of the

makes human protein.

product and it provides high performed cos-

NEXGEN Biotech has launched cosmetic

metics.

care for improvement of extremely dry skin,

business when the company supply ‘Growth
4years ago. In 2009, cosmetic development

Spider fiber protein of latest resilient material

and manufacturing have started and they

There are more than 20 kinds of cosmetics

joined cosmetic industry. Today, NEXGEN

which has contained ‘Growth factor pro-

factor protein’ to cosmetic large company
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SPIDER
TOXIN
PROTEIN
tein’ of new material by NEXGEN biotech.

to develop a spider fiber protein which can

Among the most important one is EGF : Cell

be used for a new resilient material instead

regeneration and Anti-aging (Epidermal

of the collagen and elastin. It is unlikely that

Growth Factor) and IGF : Cell regeneration,

the mass gathering spider fiber, one would

Anti-aging and Hair growth (Insulin-like

instead develop an artificial spider fiber.

Growth Factor).

Two kinds of EGF which improve stability

There are completed proteins for R&D. One

has developed and is finished to the regis-

is the ‘Spider Fiber’ which is artificial spider

tration of parent. EGF looks great effect on

silk. A new resilient material had not de-

cell regeneration and elasticity is restored

veloped while the collagen and elastin that

newly-developed because there was less re-

is used as a long elastic material.

liable with circulation period at room tem-

For this reason, NEXGEN Biotech has been

perature. Current Spider Fiber protein and
21

improved stable EGF and Spider Venom

perhaps already climbed to the rank of

protein which can be alternative to Botox,

medicines. Some cosmetics which is all eas-

Green fluorescent protein(GFP) derived

ily accessible will be able to use for medicine

from jellyfish and EGF production in plants

when people goes to the hospital difficult,

has developed.

suffering and costly process.

The cosmetic can be an applying medicine.
‘Innovation’ is the key word for NEXGEN
Biotech which has launched skin care industry with functional products. Hopefully,
cosmetic industry platform will be changed
by NEXGEN Biotech.
The ultimate goal is aging management
that ‘To keep the young state for a long time
through an applying cosmetic’. They are
looking for ways to maintain a youthful with
development of new materials and are focused on aging management.
Although NEXGEN Biotech designed skin
care project for cosmetic, they expect it will
be reached to medical care. They assume
that cosmetic will be consistent with medicinal materials and it will be alternative applying medicine.
Excellent functional cosmetics may have
22

die hard®

Various proteins that are used
in high-performance cosmetics
Growth Factor

Skin Care

hEGF

Synthetic Human Epidermal Growth Factor

SV

Recombinant Spider Toxin Protein

KGF

Synthetic Human Keratinocyte Growth Factor

SFP

Spider Fiber Protein

aFGF

Synthetic Human Acidic Fibroblast Growth Factor

GS

GH-SFP Hybrid Protein

bFGF

Synthetic Human Basic Fibroblast Growth Factor

ES

EGF-SFP Hybrid Protein

IGF-1

Synthetic Human Insulin Like Growth Factor 1

SE

SFP-EGF Hybrid Protein

IGF-2

Synthetic Human Insulin Like Growth Factor 2

HAS3

Hyaluronic Acid Synthase 3

bNGF

Synthetic Human Never Growth Factor-beta

Hag Fiber

Recombinant Hagfish Fiber

CTGF

Synthetic Human Connective Tissue Growth Factor

GFP

Jellyfish Green Fluorescent Protein

GD11

Synthetic Human Growth/Differentiation factor 11

EGFGFP

EGF-GFP Hybrid Protein

GH

Synthetic Human Growth Hormone

GFPEGF

GFP-EGF Hybrid Protein

IL-2

Synthetic Human Interleukin-2

EG

EGF-GH Hybrid Protein

NOG

Synthetic Human Noggin

GE

GH-EGF Hybrid Protein

PDGF-BB

Synthetic Human Platelet-Derived Growth Factor BB

LIN

Synthetic Human LIN protein

VEGF121

Synthetic Human Vascular Endothelial Cell Growth
Factor

TGF-α

Synthetic Human Transforming Growth Factor alpha

TGF-β

Synthetic Human Transforming Growth Factor beta

SCF

Synthetic Human Stem Cell Factor

THY-b4

Synthetic Human Thymosin Beta-4

PRX1

Synthetic Human Peroxiredoxin 1

PRX2

Synthetic Human Peroxiredoxin 2

SOD

Synthetic Human Superoxide Dismutase

TRX

Synthetic Human Thioredoxin
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Molecular Biometics
The basic function of the cosmetics is moisturizing and nutrition. To give functionality such as
anti-wrinkle, whitening, and UV block, the functional ingredients are added additionally. Generally, in addition to a functional single ingredient, numerous types of plant extracts are also
used for the functionality.

The plants have a natural, environment-

acids, minerals and the second metabolite like

friendly, and safe meaning; however, plants

alkaloid materials, it is not proper that the plant

actually cannot move from birth to death.

extracts of the complex state are considered as

Therefore, they produce many types of agon-

an ingredient. If we don’t know what kinds of

ists to protect themselves from the temperat-

the ingredients are contained, it is difficult to

ure change or pathogens and insects. Mostly,

figure out the cause when the side effect occurs

these materials are to inhibit the other organ-

or the desired effect is not working. Therefore,

isms, which threaten their own life. The iden-

high price cosmetic product which is hundreds

tity of these materials is not known completely,

of thousands of won per one cosmetic item

and it may act as a toxic material to the human

could cause systemic problem of unidentified

cell.

amount and ingredient through use of plant

Also, when the plant extracts are used in the

extracts.

cosmetics, we might not know the types and

24

contents of each ingredient included in the

Biometics, NEXGEN Cosmetics

extracts, except that some volumes of certain

The NEXGEN cosmetic minimizes the stim-

plant extracts are used. The ingredient is a

ulation of the skin cell, and at the same time,

minimum unit using function, and since nu-

it maximizes the nutrition balance, using the

merous ingredients are included in the plant

artificial cellular liquid, adjusted with pH7±0.5

extracts such as nutrients like proteins, amino

of the neutral and 300±20 mOsmol/Kg of the

osmotic pressure like the blood, and building

organic cosmetic as a safe and environmental

similarly with the human cell such as 21 dif-

friendly product in the cosmetic industry.

ferent amino acids, 12 different vitamins and

However, even if the ingredients of the exist-

14 different minerals. Also it minimizes the

ing organic cosmetic were produced with the

side effect since the uncertain effect of extracts

pure organic substance, as the preservative for

cannot be shown and exact amount of single

sterilization is added to the final products, it is

ingredient of desired effect(e.g., whitening,

difficult to call it an organic cosmetic. As there

Anti-wrinkle, moisturizing etc.) is used. The

is an agricultural organic product, on which the

ingredient that function is not known is pro-

agricultural pesticide has never been used, pre-

hibited. If the existing cosmetic product is an

servative-free, sterilization products of NEX-

analog product, of which the ingredients are

GEN, on which the preservative have never

not known, the NEXGEN product, quantifying

been used, can be called real organic cosmetics.

right amount of only single ingredient, can be

Like this, as NEXGEN cosmetic is an engineer-

considered as a digital product.

ing product like the most advanced electronic

NEXGEN cosmetics are mostly preservat-

product, well designed and engineered, the us-

ive-free, sterilized product which is non-exist-

ing of the plant extracts, which the ingredient,

ent case in the world. But complying special

content and function are not known exactly,

purpose of some product, there is least side

is excluded, any ingredient from the animal is

effect preservative contained products. How-

not included, and it is safe from the transmis-

ever, to maximize the effect of the active in-

sion of the potential pathogen from the animal.

gredient by compensating the reverse function

Therefore, molecular cosmetics which all in-

of the preservative, it is designed to contain a

gredients are known as single ingredient with

very sufficient amount of the active ingredient.

quantitative calculation in molecular level, that

As the organic product was an alternative for

is BIOMETICS which is differentiated from the

the safe and environment-friendly agricultural

existed concept of simple mixture COSMET-

product, the preservative-free, sterilized cos-

ICS.

metic can be used as an alternative as a real
25

Preservative-free, sterilized, Skincare
miniHALU™
Day Essence Serum, Heavy
Nourishing/Moisturizing/
Anti-wrinkle/Firming/ /Concentrated
hyaluronic acid moisturizer
KFDA-certified anti-wrinkle function
(Preservative-free, Sterilized)

BB4™
BB Cream
KFDA-certified anti-wrinkle function
(Preservative-free, Sterilized)

miniRAIN™
Night Cream, Light
Nourishing/Moisturizing/
Anti-wrinkle/Firming
Hydrating nourishing cream with oil
KFDA-certified anti-wrinkle function
(Preservative-free, Sterilized)

miniJAZZ™
Day Essence Serum, Light
Nourishing/Moisturizing/
Anti-wrinkle/Firming
KFDA-certified anti-wrinkle function
(Preservative-free, Sterilized)

Engineered and Manufactured by:
NEXGEN Biotechnologies, Inc.
3F, Happyland, 66, digital-ro 31-gil, Guro-gu,
Seoul, 08376, S/KOREA

ㆍPhone: +82 2 857 1671 ㆍFax: +82 2 857 1674
ㆍinfo@nexgenbiotech.com ㆍnexgenbiotech.com
ⓒNEXGEN Biotechnologies, Inc.
Seoul, KOREA

NEXGEN Biotechnologies, Inc.
NEXGEN Biotechnologies, Inc., where, a non-preservative and sterilized cosmetic
brand is produced and known to be a specialized company for recombinant protein
R&D by uniting together specialized people who majored in molecular biology and
plant engineering. As a biotechnology venture company of specialty in the development of new biological material, NEXGEN Biotechnologies, Inc. had a history of
selection in Korea as one of 10 New Technologies by the Ministry of Commerce,
Industry and Energy in Korea(present, Ministry of Knowledge Economy) in 2005,
and was awarded as a National Research Laboratory. Here, NEXGEN Biotechnologies, Inc. is introduced where functional skincare products are made, which is close
to the medical area, by focusing on the development of high value added medical
products.

Company Profile
2019. 08

Relocating the headquarters of NEXGEN
(3F, Happyland, 66, digital-ro 31-gil, Guro-gu, Seoul, 08376, S/KOREA)

2016. 01
2015. 11

Registered “SPIDER TOXIN PROTEIN” INCI
Relocating the headquarters of NEXGEN
(2F, Building B1,135, Gasan digital 2-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul, S/Korea)

2014. 12

Awarded 2014 No.1 ‘New technology of the Korean Beauty Industry’ (Hankook Ilbo)

2014. 09

Identified QMS(Quality Management System : KS Q ISO 9001 : 2009 / ISO 9001 : 2008)

2012. 12

Published the first edition of an aesthetic magazine “THE NEXT”

by SBC certification institution
07
2008. 11

Opened Gangnam Office (at Hotel Samjung)
Relocating the headquarters of NEXGEN to Seoul
(371-57, Gasan-dong, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul)

2005. 12

Awarded Korea’s 10 Best New Technologies of 2005
(Plant-Made Human Protein Pharmaceutical)

2001. 12
10

Awarded “Hiring Disable People” by Daejeon Metropolitan City
Winner of an Excellent Venture Company in Bio Sector Ministry of Science and
Technology / Ministry of Small and Medium Business Administration

2000. 11
09
06

Awarded Employment Promotion Convention by Ministry of Labor
Designated as KMP (Korea New Millennium Products) with GM Detection
Designated as industrial R&D center
(Korea Industrial Technology Association, No. 2000-1808)

05
04

Introduced GM Detection Kit first time in Korea
Approved as Venture Enterprise by Ministry of Small and Medium Business
Administration (No. 2000152271-0542)

02
1999. 11

Opened Head Research Institute (65-1 Wonchen-dong, Yusung-gu, Daejeon)
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